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Multirate Estimation and Control of Body Slip Angle
for Electric Vehicles Based on
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Abstract—A new method for vehicle body-slip-angle estimation
using nontraditional sensor configuration and system model is
proposed, which enables robust estimation against vehicle parameter uncertainties. In this approach, a linear vehicle bicycle model
is augmented with a simple visual model. As the visual model
contains few uncertain parameters and increases the observer’s
design freedom, the combined model-based estimator provides
more accurate estimation result compared with the traditional
bicycle-model-based one. However, two issues are raised by the
combined vehicle and vision models: 1) image processing introduces delay in the visual measurements, and 2) the sampling time
of a normal camera is much longer than that of other onboard
sensors. For electric vehicles, the control period of motors is much
shorter than the sampling time of a normal camera. Considering
the aforementioned delay and multirate problems, a multirate
Kalman filter with intersample compensation is designed, and
the estimation performance can be improved during the sampling
intervals of the vision system. Then, a two-degree-of-freedom controller is designed using the estimated body slip angle as feedback
for reference tracking. With the proposed multirate estimator, the
controller achieves better tracking performance than the singlerate method. The effectiveness of the proposed estimator and
controller is demonstrated by both simulations and experiments.
Index Terms—Body slip angle, electric vehicle (EV), measurement delay, multirate estimation, vehicle motion control, vision
system.
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lr
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Longitudinal acceleration rate.
Track width.
Wheel radius.
Distance from the center of gravity (CoG) to front axle.
Preview distance.
Distance from CoG to rear axle.
Vehicle mass.
Lateral offset at CoG.
Lateral offset at the preview point.
Front tire cornering stiffness.
Rear tire cornering stiffness.
Longitudinal force acting on the rear left tire.
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I
Nz
Tl
Tr
Vcg
Vx
Vy
β
γ
δf
ψ

Longitudinal force acting on the rear right tire.
Moment of inertia about the yaw axis.
Yaw moment generated by differential forces.
Rear left in-wheel motor (IWM) torque.
Rear right IWM torque.
Vehicle’s velocity at CoG.
Vehicle’s longitudinal velocity at CoG.
Vehicle’s lateral velocity at CoG.
Body slip angle.
Yaw rate.
Front-steering angle.
Vehicle heading angle.
I. I NTRODUCTION

B

ODY SLIP angle, also known as sideslip angle, is considered as one of the key enablers of vehicle motion
control systems [1]–[4]. However, off-the-shelf products for
body-slip-angle measurement such as noncontact optical sensor
and GPS-based apparatus are very expensive for practical applications [2]. Therefore, cost-effective methods for vehicle bodyslip-angle estimation have been studied extensively during the
last few decades [2]–[6]. Based on the models used, past research can be generally divided into two categories: kinematicmodel-based and dynamic-model-based methods. In [3], the
body slip angle was calculated based on its kinematic relationship with the yaw rate, longitudinal acceleration, and so
on; however, this method involves integration of sensor signals
and therefore requires high-precision sensors. Given that the
kinematic model does not include time-varying parameters
such as tire cornering stiffness, the driving condition change
has little influence on the estimation accuracy. However, this
method is heavily affected by sensor noise and drift [4]. The
second method is based on vehicle dynamics with either linear
or nonlinear bicycle model. In [5], linear-bicycle-model-based
observers were constructed and verified with experimental data.
To provide more design freedom, lateral acceleration was utilized as an additional measurement in [4], but uncertainties
(cornering stiffness) are also brought into the system observation equation. Although the linear observer is easy to use, the
parameters of the linear models are fixed; thus, not all driving
conditions can be addressed [2]. Considering the nonlinear
characteristics of tires, nonlinear-model-based methodologies
provide better estimation accuracy under different driving conditions compared with the linear one [6]. However, such nonlinear estimators are very complex [2].
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Meanwhile, look-ahead cameras have increasingly become
popular in vehicles. Most related studies focus on lane keeping
and collision avoidance [7]. Nevertheless, investigating other
applications using the onboard vision system is desirable. This
paper investigates a vision-based body-slip-angle estimation
method, and the visual model is independent of the uncertain
parameters of the vehicle. Moreover, vehicle position measurement from the vision system is very accurate [7]. Therefore,
incorporating visual information can increase the estimator’s
design freedom without introducing uncertainties into it. However, two issues arise with this method. The first one is visual
measurement delay due to image processing, and it is generally
too long to be neglected. Furthermore, as the sampling time of
the normal camera is much longer than that of the other onboard
sensors, fusing these signals presents a multirate issue. For the
measurement delay, various methods such as lifting method
and interpolation have been proposed [8], [9]. For the multirate
problem, a straightforward solution is to down-sample fast-rate
sensors to adapt slower device and then construct a single-rate
estimator [10]. In this application, gyroscope and encoders can
be sampled every 33 ms to fit the sampling period of the camera.
For electric vehicles (EVs), one of their advantages is the
millisecond-level sampling time of the motors, and this merit
has been utilized for high-performance motion control systems
[1]. Here, if the single-rate estimator is employed, the sampling
rates between the state feedback and the control input cannot
match. Moreover, an impulsive behavior is introduced if the
control frequency is decreased to adapt the rate of the feedback
loop. To update the system states during intersampling, several
multirate Kalman filters were built for industrial applications
[11], [15]. Nevertheless, the outputs of such estimators are
not smooth because of the loss of residual information during
intersampling.
In this paper, a simple linear model that combines the vehicle
and vision models is utilized, and it enables robust estimation
against changes in vehicle parameters. To solve the delay
and multirate issues, a multirate Kalman filter that takes into
account the intersample residual and measurement delay is
constructed. Then, with the estimated body slip angle, a twodegree-of-freedom (2DOF) controller is designed for body-slipangle manipulation. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, vehicle and visual models are introduced,
and the multirate and delay issues are explained in detail.
In Section III, experimental setups are briefly introduced. In
Section IV, a single-rate Kalman filter, a multirate Kalman filter
without intersample compensation, and the proposed multirate
Kalman filter with intersample estimation are built for bodyslip-angle estimation. A body-slip-angle controller is designed
with the estimators in Section V. In Section VI, simulation
and experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed methods are shown. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODELING AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
A. Combined Vehicle and Vision Models
Vehicle Model: For state estimation and control, the vehicle
bicycle model is usually employed because of its simplicity

Fig. 1.

Combined vehicle and vision models.

[13], [14]; for EVs with IWMs, the differential torque generated
by the left and right wheels should also be included in the
model. The governing equations are given in (1) and (2), where
Nz is used as control input in this research. Detailed derivations
can be found in [2].
m · Vx · (β̇ + γ)




lr
lf
γ −β
= 2 · Cf · δf − γ −β +2 · Cr ·
V
Vx
 x

lf
γ − β − 2 · lr · C r
I · γ̇ = 2 · lf · Cf · δf −
Vx


lr
·
γ − β + Nz .
Vx

(1)

(2)

As IWMs can generate positive and negative torques easily,
a simple torque distribution law (TDL) can be defined as
r · Nz
m · r · ax
+
2
dr
r · Nz
m · r · ax
−
Tr = Frr · r =
.
2
dr
Tl = Frl · r =

(3)

Vision Model: The vehicle model is independent of road
reference, whereas the vision model is obtained from the geometric relationship between the vehicle and the road. The vision
model is also shown in Fig. 1. The gray borders in Fig. 1 are
lane makers, and the camera is located at the vehicle’s CoG. In
this model, assumptions that the vehicle travels along a straight
road and that the onboard vision system detects the lane and
provides relative position information were made.
To derive the vision model, ψ and β are assumed to be small
[10]. Based on Fig. 1, yl is approximated as
yl = ycg + lpre · sin ψ
≈ ycg + lpre · ψ.

(4)

Then, ycg is derived as follows based on geometry:
ẏcg = Vcg · sin(β + ψ)
= Vx / cos(β) · sin(β + ψ)
≈ Vx · (β + ψ).

(5)

The final equation that describes the body slip angle, yaw
rate, and heading angle is obtained by taking the derivative of
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(3) and substituting (5) into it
ẏl = Vx · β + lpre · γ + Vx · ψ.

(6)

Heading angle ψ can be simply modeled as the integration of
the yaw rate as
ψ̇ = γ.

(7)

Although curved roads are not considered here, the system
can still be modeled in the same manner by taking the curvature
into account.
Combined System Model: Combining (1)–(7) yields a new
system that is represented in a continuous state space form as
(8). The first two states are modeled by the vehicle model, and
the latter two are modeled by the vision model. Clearly, the
vision model contains much fewer uncertainties compared with
the bicycle model. In the combined vehicle and vision models,
the measurable outputs are yaw rate, vehicle heading angle, and
lateral offset at the preview point
ẋ = A · x + B · u
y =C · x

(8)

where
yl ] T

x = [β

γ

ψ

y = [γ
⎡

ψ

y l ]T

−

2(Cf +Cr )
mVx

u = [ δf

Nz ] T

2(C l −C l )

r r
f f
−1 −
mVx2
⎢
2
2
2(Cf lf +Cr lr )
⎢ 2(Cf lf −Cr lr )
−
A = ⎢−
I
IVx
⎣
0
1
lpre
Vx
⎡
T
0
2Cf
2Cf lf
0 0
I
⎣0
B = mVx
C
=
1
0
0 0
I
0

0
0
0
Vx

0

⎤

⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎦
0

⎤
1 0 0
0 1 0⎦.
0 0 1

B. Multirate and Delayed Measurements
To apply the Kalman filter in real time, (8) needs to be
implemented in the discretized form, as shown in (9), where k is
the time step. As the system model contains uncertainties and
the sensor measurements are contaminated by noises, process
noise wk and measurement noise vk are also included in (9).
Moreover, the state space matrices are time varying because of
changes in vehicle parameters.
xk+1 = Gk · xk + Hk · uk + wk
yk = Ck · x k + v k

(9)

where
T

Gk = e

A·T

eA·τ · Bdτ

Hk =
0

Ck = C,

T : sampling time.

Fig. 2. System time sequence diagram.

In the combined model, two different measurement times are
available: The sampling period of yaw rate is short (defined
as Ts ), and the updating time of visual information is much
longer (defined as Tl ). Therefore, the selection of Ts and Tl
for system discretization needs to be considered. If the system
sampling time is set to Tl , data from the high-speed sensors
have to be dropped during intersampling of the slow-speed
device. This is a straightforward solution for the multirate
issue but obviously deteriorates the estimation performance.
An alternative method is to set the system sampling time to
Ts ; then, all the information from the fast-rate sensors can be
utilized. However, the intersample residuals of the slow-speed
device must be addressed.
Moreover, measurements from the vision system are delayed
because of image processing. In fact, the image processing time
varies, depending on the incoming images and hardware loads.
In this paper, for the convenience of postprocessing, a constant
image processing time is implemented in the image processing
program, as described later in this paper. Therefore, the visual
output equation becomes (10), where nd = Td /Ts and Td is the
time delay. The sampling sequence is shown in Fig. 2
vis
vis
· xvis
ykvis = Ck−n
k−nd + vk−nd .
d

(10)

Unlike normal measurements, the information from the visual system is captured at step k − nd but is only available
at step k. Therefore, the whole system’s output equation is
expressed as
yk =

Ckveh
O

O
vis
Ck−n
d

·

xveh
k
xvis
k−nd

+

vkveh
.
vis
vk−n
d

(11)

Two interpretations can be drawn for the delay: 1) The
visual information is delayed nd steps with the fast data as
the reference, and 2) the visual information is delayed by
one step with itself as the reference. Given that the multirate
ratio between the fast and slow sensors is generally high, the
order of the state space equation using the lifting method can
become large [12]. Thus, solving the delay issue using the
second interpretation that can simplify the estimator design is
desirable. Notably, although the system multiplicity (N ) can be
reduced by increasing Ts , lifting approaches are still not practical. Because Ts cannot be set large enough in consideration of
control performance [20], in other words, N cannot be reduced
to be small enough for implementation of lifting method.
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TABLE I
S PECIFICATIONS OF THE E XPERIMENTAL V EHICLE

Fig. 3. Experimental vehicle and its structure. (a) Experimental EV.
(b) Overall structure.

III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
The experimental vehicle used in this research is a singleseat EV with IWMs, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The prototype is
produced by Toyota Auto Body Company, Ltd., and it was
modified for studies related to capacitor and motion control.
The vehicle’s specification is given in Table I.
The vehicle structure and sensor configurations are shown
in Fig. 3(b). In this vehicle, 28 electric double-layer capacitor
modules with a total voltage of 210 V were installed, and they
were directly connected to an inverter to drive the two IWMs
attached in the rear wheels. The maximum speed of this vehicle
can reach up to 45 km/h. For the steering system, a Maxon
dc motor was installed to drive the front-steering shaft, and it
can operate with steer-by-wire function. A PC104 embedded
computer with real-time Linux system was employed for vehicle control, and the control program was configured to run at
a speed of 1 ms/cycle. Based on the measured and estimated

vehicle state information, the controller calculates the desired
torques in real time and gives the commands to the inverter
for torque generation. For vehicle state measurement and estimation, several sensors were installed. An accelerometer/gyrointegrated sensor was installed in the vehicle’s CoG to provide
longitudinal acceleration and yaw rate information. A steering
angle sensor was attached to the steering shaft to detect the
steering angle and direction. Wheel speed encoders were installed in the front wheels (nondriven wheels) to acquire the
vehicle velocity. To evaluate the estimation results, S-400, a
noncontact optical sensor produced by Corrsys-Datron, was
installed for online body-slip-angle acquisition. The onboard
vision system includes a Grasshopper camera produced by
Point Grey and a laptop computer for image processing. The
camera was installed at the top of the vehicle with a tilt angle of
8◦ and a preview distance of 5.135 m. Considering that normal
onboard cameras have a sampling rate of 30 Hz, the frame rate
of the camera was set to 30 fps. The images captured by the
camera were grabbed by a CARDBUS frame grabber in the
laptop and then processed by the image processing program
in real time. The image processing software was implemented
in C ++ with OpenCV and Point Grey Research’s libraries,
and the image processing time was designed to be constant
(30 ms) for the benefit of data postprocessing. That is, the visual
information is only updated every 33 ms and is delayed for
one visual sampling step. The image processing was based on
effective algorithms such as Laplacian of Gaussian and Random
Sample Consensus; it can detect normal roads with straight lane
markers and outputs ψ and yl to the vehicle controller based on
the User Datagram Protocol. Further explanation of the image
processing techniques and the vision system can be found
in [22].
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IV. B ODY-S LIP -A NGLE E STIMATION BASED ON THE
C OMBINED V EHICLE AND V ISION M ODELS
In this section, the body-slip-angle observer is designed
based on the combined system model.
A. Augmentation of Delayed Measurements
As aforementioned, two issues need to be considered in the
observer design, namely, delayed and multirate measurements.
In this paper, the time-delay problem is solved using the lifting
method, and the basic idea is to include the delayed states into
the state space equation [8], [9].
First, the information from the vision system is considered to
have a one-step delay, as discussed in Section II. Equation (12)
is then defined as
ψ k+1 = ψk

y lk+1 = ylk .

(12)

To include the delayed visual information, the state of the
combined system model is augmented using (12) as additional
states.
Finally, the new discretized system is defined by the following equation, and the current visual states can then be estimated
with the Kalman filter (will be introduced in the next section)
using the previous one-step information:
xak+1 = Gak · xak + Hka · uk + wk
yka = Cka · xak + vk

(13)

where
xak = [ βk

γk

ψk

yka = [ γk

ψk

y lk ] T

Gak

Gk

=

O2×2
⎡
0 1
Cka = ⎣ 0 0
0 0

y lk

ψk

u k = [ δ fk

I2×2

O4×2
O2×2

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

y lk ] T

Hka

=

[ HkT

Nz k ] T
O2×2 ]

T

⎤
0
0⎦.
1

The next step is to solve the multirate issue. Two kinds
of solutions can be adopted, namely, single-rate and multirate
Kalman filters.
B. Design of Single-Rate Kalman Filter
To solve the problem of sampling mismatch, one simple
method is to adapt the sampling rate of high-speed sensors to
the slowest device [10]. In this paper, the system sampling time
was set to adapt to the camera (i.e., T was set to 33 ms) and
to combine the sampling rates of the gyroscope and camera.
Then, the data from the gyroscope are ignored during the
camera’s intersampling. After the sampling rate adaptation, the
next design steps are the same as those of the normal Kalman
filter, which can be found in the literature [9]. Basically, the
Kalman filter consists of time update, measurement update, and
Kalman gain calculation. The Kalman filter principle is shown
in Fig. 4, where Q and R are the covariance matrices for the

Fig. 4. Operating principle of the Kalman filter.

process and measurement noises as defined in (14). The two
matrices (Q and R) could change at each time step; however,
for implementation convenience, they are usually assumed in
practice as constant


R = E vk vkT .
(14)
Q = E wk wkT
The estimated state of the single-rate Kalman filter is expressed in the form of (15), where n is an integer. This estimator
is only updated at the speed of the slowest device.

 a
a a−
, only when k = n·(Tl /Ts ).
x̂ak = x̂a−
k +Kk · yk −Ck · x̂k
(15)
Although the traditional Kalman filter can be simply employed to solve the multirate issue by considering the sampling
rate adjustment, other problems arise. Based on the viewpoint of sensor fusion, measurements from high-sampling-rate
sensors cannot be fully utilized, resulting in deterioration of
estimation accuracy. Moreover, the estimated body slip angle
is only updated every 33 ms, which is not fast enough for the
high-performance motion control of EVs.
C. Design of Multirate Kalman Filter
The multirate Kalman filter is aimed at utilizing more information from high-speed sensors and increasing the updating
rate of the estimator for high-performance control. First, the
system is discretized with the sampling time of the fastest
device (T is set to 1 ms in this research). Next, the time
and measurement updates need to be designed. For the time
update, the multirate Kalman filter can be implemented in the
same way as the single-rate one. The camera’s sampling period
is Tl . During the time intervals of n · Tl , no information from
the vision system is available. Therefore, pseudocorrections
have to be implemented for the operation of the measurement
update. An intuitive solution is to assume that the measurements
from the vision system are exactly the same as those of the
model-based predictions [15]. Using this method, corrections
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can still be made with information from high-speed sensors
during the intersampling of the slow-rate device. In this application, the corrections of the Kalman filter are based on the
yaw rate measured by the gyro sensor during the intersampling
periods of the vision system. The states estimation equation is
shown as

 a
a
a−
x̂ak = x̂a−
k + Kk · ỹk − Ck · x̂k

(16)

where
⎧

⎨ γk , ψ k , y l T ,
k
T
ỹka = 
⎩ γk , ψ −
,
k , y lk

if k = n · (Tl /Ts )
k = n · (Tl /Ts ).

By assuming that the measurements of the slow-rate sensors
are the same as the model-based predictions during the intersampling periods, the aforementioned method realizes faster
updating frequency than the single-rate one. However, this
assumption is not true in practice because of the presence of
modeling errors. In addition, the convergence of such method
is questionable during intersampling periods, as shown in the
Appendix. Therefore, the intersample residuals must be computed for better estimation accuracy and convergence.
The basic idea of the intersample residual estimation is to utilize the residual of the initial step that is available and propagate
it to the following intermeasurement steps. After Td /Ts steps,
the residual is recalculated when new measurements come in.
The general definition of residual ε and estimation error e are
shown in the following equations, respectively,
ε = y − C · x̂

−

e = x − x̂.

(17)
(18)

To derive the pseudoresidual algorithm, process noise wk
and measurement noise vk are assumed to be small and are
hence ignored. This assumption is based on two considerations.
First, the intersample residual compensation in this application
is designed for visual information. As aforementioned, the
vision model and the visual measurements are assumed to be
accurate. Second, obtaining wk and vk in real time for algorithm
implementation is difficult.
Based on the discrete system in (9), the algorithm for the
intersample residual calculation can be generalized in four steps
as follows.
1) When sensor measurements are available, the initial
residual at step k is obtained as (19). The initial residual
is available at each n · Tl step.
εk = yk − C · x̂−
k.

(19)

2) Using (18) and considering that matrix C might not be
invertible, the initial estimation error can be estimated as

ek = (C T · C)−1 · C T − Kk · εk .

(20)

3) From the definition of the estimation error in (18), the
estimation dynamics at step k + j can be propagated

Fig. 5.

Operating principle of the intersample residual estimation.

using the following equation, where j ∈ [1, Tl /Ts ):
ek+j = xk+j − x̂k+j


−
= xk+j − x̂−
k+j − Kk+j · yk+j − C · x̂k+j




−
= xk+j − x̂−
k+j − Kk+j · C · xk+j − C · x̂k+j
= (I − Kk+j · C) · Gk+j−1 · ek+j−1 .

(21)

4) Finally, the pseudoresidual during the intersampling period is given by the following equation, and it is updated
using (21):
−
ε̃k+j = yk+j − C · x̂−
k+j = C · xk+j − C · x̂k+j

= C · Gk+j · ek+j−1 .

(22)

The aforementioned four steps are shown in Fig. 5. The first
two steps are the initialization, and the estimation error is then
self-propagated using (21). Finally, the intersample residuals
are obtained using the estimated error dynamics. The estimation
errors must be noted to be unknown in reality because some
states are not available from the sensors. In addition, the key
factor for estimation correction is the residual.
The convergence analysis is given in the Appendix. The
multirate Kalman filter with residual compensation performs
better than the one without compensation but behaves worse
than the ideal case.
D. Kalman Gain Design
The performances of both single-rate and multirate Kalman
filters rely on the adjustment of the Kalman gain, which is
determined by Q and R. In this application, both Q and R are
composed of vehicle-model-related and vision-model-related
parts. As shown in (23), they are designed in diagonal forms
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TABLE II
S TABILITY M ARGIN C OMPARISON

Fig. 6.

Controller structure with body-slip-angle estimator.

to release the calculation burden. That is, the individual noise
elements are assumed to be non-cross-related [21]
Q=

Qveh
0

0
Qvis

R=

Rveh
0

0
.
Rvis

accurately, many vehicle stability control systems address the
body-slip-angle control issue by preventing it from becoming
too large [19]. Moreover, many traffic accidents occur because
of excessive body slip angle [17]. For simplicity, this study
assumes the desired slip angle to be zero [19]. That is, the
reference body slip angle generated by f (δf ) is zero.

(23)

The Kalman gain is calculated based on the degree by which
the model and the measurements are weighted. Q represents the
confidence placed on the observer model. If Q is set to be large,
the estimates rely more on the measurements. R determines
how much information from the measurements can be trusted,
and the Kalman filter will follow the measurements more if R
is smaller. Given that the system in this research is based on the
combined model, the Q and R elements related to the different
models need to be considered independently. For example,
given that the vehicle model contains more uncertainties than
the vision model, the elements of Qveh are set to be relatively
larger than those of Qvis . The elements of R can be determined
by offline analysis of the sensor signals [16], [21].
V. B ODY-S LIP -A NGLE C ONTROLLER D ESIGN
BASED ON E STIMATION
The experimental vehicle employed in this study is small
and light, but its body-slip-angle response is in the same level
as the high-speed region of normal vehicles [17]. Therefore,
implementing a control system that can manipulate the body
slip angle to the desired value for handling and stability improvement is necessary. For traditional vehicles, active steering
or differential braking is often employed as an actuator for
lateral motion manipulation [13]. In the case of EVs with
IWMs, the differential torque can be generated quickly and
precisely by the left and right wheels, which can be effectively
utilized for vehicle motion control. In this section, to achieve
the goal of reference following, a 2DOF controller is designed
with β feedback from a single-rate or multirate Kalman filter.
The controller structure is shown in Fig. 6.
A. Desired Body Slip Angle
Based on the vehicle dynamic equations in (1) and (2), some
studies calculate the reference body slip angle by assuming that
a steady-state response is desired [2], [4].
Meanwhile, a desirable limit can be found on the body slip
angle, and it changes under different road conditions [18]. Considering that drivers find it hard to recognize road conditions

B. Design of 2DOF Controller
As an effective method, the 2DOF controller is employed for
reference tracking. This method consists of two parts: feedforward and feedback controllers. The feedforward controller is
aimed at regulating the body slip angle to track the desired
value. In this paper, the feedforward controller is designed as
follows using the dc gains of the transfer functions from the
body slip angle to the steering angle and yaw moment:
CF F =

Gβδf (0)
GβNz (0)

· δf =

4lr lCf Cr − 2lf Cf mVx2
· δf .
mVx2 + 2(lf Cf − lr Cr )

(24)

To compensate for the modeling error and the error during
transient operation, the feedback controller is indispensable.
For information feedback, the body slip angle is estimated with
either the single-rate or multirate Kalman filter. The estimated
β is utilized as a feedback signal, and the proportional–integral
controller CF B is then designed based on pole placement.
Together, the feedforward and feedback controllers generate the
yaw moment for reference tracking.
On the one hand, the control period can be every 1 ms. On
the other hand, the single-rate Kalman filter generates output
every 33 ms, and the multirate Kalman filter is updated every
1 ms. Based on the parameters given in Table I and the openloop stability analysis, the gain margins of the single-rate and
multirate systems are given in Table II. As shown in Table II,
the gain margin is increased by the multirate feedback. The
multirate controller can provide smoother control input than the
single-rate one [20]. Therefore, the controlled variable performs
smoother in the case of multirate feedback compared with the
single-rate feedback case, which can be observed later in the
simulations and experiments.
After obtaining the desired yaw moment, torque commands
of the left and right wheels can be distributed using the TDL
introduced in Section II. Notably, the body-slip-angle controller
here does not use a steering system and therefore can be independent from steering control. In addition, as can be observed
in (3), the acceleration control and yaw moment control can be
achieved independently. However, the torque commands cannot
exceed motor limits.
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Fig. 7. Simulation comparison of the body-slip-angle estimation based on
different estimation methods.

VI. S IMULATIONS AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Simulations
1) The performance of the proposed multirate Kalman filter was compared with the other methods based on the
specifications in Table I. The vehicle was assumed to
run at a speed of 25 km/h, and a sinusoidal steering
input was given. To demonstrate clearly the effectiveness of the proposed method, the vehicle model and
the Kalman filter model were made different from each
other: The real Cf and Cr were set as 1.2 times larger
than the estimator ones. A performance comparison
among the bicycle-model-based Kalman filter, combined
model-based single-rate Kalman filter, combined modelbased multirate Kalman filter without intersample residual estimation, and the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 7. The bicycle-model-based method cannot track
the true value because of model discrepancy. The combined model-based single-rate estimator performed better
because of the addition of visual information but was
affected by slow update rate. The multirate estimator
without intersample compensation exhibited better performance than the previous two methods; however, it cannot converge to the true value, as discussed in Section IV.
Meanwhile, the proposed multirate Kalman filter with
intersample compensation provided the best estimation
result compared with the other methods.
2) Based on the analysis in Section IV, only the single-rate
Kalman filter and the multirate Kalman filter with intersample residual compensation can converge, and both are
more robust against vehicle parameter uncertainties than
the bicycle-model-based method. The two methods were
compared in the simulation with regard to the effect on
control performance based on the controller in Section V.
In the simulation, the vehicle was tested with a singlelane change maneuver at a speed of 25 km/h. For fair
comparison, the gain margins of the two control system
were set to be the same.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), the performance of the singlerate Kalman-filter-based controller is worse than that of
the multirate Kalman-filter-based controller. In fact, the
feedback gain in the case of the single-rate Kalman filter
cannot be set large enough for reference tracking because
of its low open-loop stability margin. In addition, the
feedback gain in the case of the multirate estimator can

Fig. 8. Simulation comparison of the controller performances based on singlerate and multirate Kalman filters. (a) Body-slip-angle control comparison
among the setup without control, single-rate estimator-based control, and
proposed multirate control. (b) Yaw moment control input comparison between
single-rate and multirate controllers.

Fig. 9.

Estimation method comparisons based on experimental data.

be designed to track the reference. That is, the system
stability margin is increased using the multirate Kalman
filter as feedback.
B. Experiments
1) Field tests were conducted with our experimental vehicle
for realistic verification of the proposed estimator. A
sinusoidal steering input was provided by the driver, and
the vehicle speed varied from 0 to 30 km/h during the
operation. Similar to the simulation settings, the Cf and
Cr of the Kalman filter were made different from those
of the real vehicle. In fact, the Kalman filter model was
fixed in the experiment and could not be exactly the same
with the vehicle. The proposed multirate observer was
compared with the other methods (Fig. 9). The bicyclemodel-based estimation result cannot track the true value
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single-rate and multirate controllers were studied. As
shown in Fig. 10(b), the amplitude of the body slip
angle without control can reach almost 0.03 rad. With
the single-rate controller, the body slip angle can be minimized, as illustrated by the blue dotted line. However,
the feedback performance of such method deteriorated
because of the low stability margin. Meanwhile, the body
slip angle can be suppressed even further using the proposed multirate controller, as shown in Fig. 10(b). The
control input, which is the yaw moment generated by the
differential torque of the left and right wheels, is shown
in Fig. 10(c).
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a combined vehicle and vision model has
been derived to increase the robustness of the body-slip-angle
estimation against vehicle parameter uncertainties, and the
multirate and time-delay issues have been explained. Then,
the experimental vehicle and vision system setups have been
introduced briefly. Based on the delay-augmented state space
equation, intersample residual estimation and multirate Kalman
filter with intersample compensation were designed and compared based on the estimation error analyses. Because of the intersample compensations, the proposed multirate Kalman filter
with intersample residual estimation had the best estimation accuracy compared with the other methods. The 2DOF controller
was designed for the desired β tracking using the estimated
body slip angle. The proposed multirate estimator increased the
open-loop stability margin compared with the single-rate one.
Finally, simulations and experiments were conducted to verify
the proposed estimator and controller. In addition to the application studied in this research, the proposed multirate estimator
and controller can also be applied for enhanced lane-keeping
control and vision-based robot control systems [7], [23].
Fig. 10. Experimental comparison of the controller performance. (a) Steering
input by EPS. (b) Body-slip-angle control comparison among the setup without
control, single-rate estimator-based control, and the proposed multirate control.
(c) Yaw moment control input comparison between the single-rate and multirate
controllers.

very well because of model discrepancy. The combined
model-based single-rate estimator was only updated at a
rate of 30 Hz and was not able to utilize all the information from the fast-rate sensors. Hence, the estimation
result was not satisfactory. In Fig. 9, the multirate Kalman
filter without intersample compensation tracks the sensor
measurement very well except for some vibrations at transient conditions. The proposed multirate estimator, which
was compensated by intersample residuals, performed
smoother and more accurately than the other methods.
2) Subsequently, the body-slip-angle controllers using either
the single-rate or the proposed multirate Kalman filter
were implemented and compared in the experiments. For
fair comparison, a front-steering motor was employed
to generate a single-lane change steering input with the
same pattern. That is, the steering inputs were the same
across all the experiments. The steering input is shown
in Fig. 10(a). Based on the system sampling rate, both

A PPENDIX
C ONVERGENCE A NALYSIS OF E STIMATION M ETHODS
The convergence of the ideal case (measurements are available at every short sampling time), the multirate Kalman
filter without intersample residual compensation and the multirate Kalman filter with intersample residual compensation are
analyzed.
1) Ideal Case: Considering the discrete Kalman filter given
in (9), in the ideal case, measurements are available at every
step, and the observation error at step k + n is given as
ek+n = xk+n − x̂k+n
= Gk+n−1 · xk+n−1 + Hk+n−1 · uk+n−1 + wk+n−1
− xk+n − Kk+n · (yk+n − C · xk+n )
= (I − Kk+n · C) · Gk+n−1 · ek+n−1 − Kk+n · wk+n
+ (I − Kk+n · C) · wk+n−1
=

n

i=1

[(I − Kk+i · C) · Gk+i−1 ] · ek
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+

⎧
n−1 ⎨ n−1


p=0

⎩

[(I − Kk+i+1 · C) · Gk+i ]

i=p+1


· (I − Kk+p+1 · C) · wk+p
⎧

−

n ⎨

p=1

⎩

n


ek+n = xk+n − x̂k+n
= Gk+n−1 · ek+n−1 + wk+n−1 − Kk+n · ε̃k+n
= Gk+n−1 · ek+n−1 + wk+n−1 − Kk+n · C
· Gk+n−1 · ek+n−1

[(I − Kk+i · C) · Gk+i−1 ]

i=p+1



=

Obviously, well-designed Kalman gains perform n times to
minimize the estimation error even if the system itself is unstable, and the subtraction of the measurement noise term vk+p
can further reduce the estimation error. That is, the estimation
result can converge to true value gradually.
2) Multirate Kalman Filter Without Intersample Residual
Compensation: In the case where measurements during intersamples are absent, the residuals are zero, and the observation
error is derived as follows:
ek+n = xk+n − x̂k+n
· uk+n−1 · wk+n−1 − xk+n
= Gk+n−1 · ek+n−1 + wk+n−1
⎡
⎤
n−1
n−1
n−1



⎣
=
(Gk+i ) · ek +
(Gk+i ) · wk+p ⎦ .
p=0

i=p+1

The error dynamic at step k + n was found to be dependent
only on the system matrix. That is, ek + n is open loop.
3) Multirate Kalman Filter With Intersample Residual Compensation: To improve the convergence performance, the observation error was derived using the algorithm given in
Section IV as follows:
ek+n = xk+n − x̂k+n
= Gk+n−1 · xk+n−1 + Hk+n−1 · uk+n−1 + wk+n−1
− xk+n − Kk+n · ε̃k+n
= Gk+n−1 · ek+n−1 + wk+n−1 − Kk+n · ε̃k+n
⎡
⎤
n−1
n−1
n−1



⎣
=
(Gk+i ) · ek +
(Gk+1 ) · wk+p ⎦
p=0

i=0

[(I − Kk+i · C) · Gk+i−1 ] · ek

+

⎧
n−1 ⎨ n−1


p=0

⎩

[(I − Kk+i+1 · C) · Gk+i ]

i=p+1

⎫
⎬

· (I − Kk+p+1 · C) · wk+p .
⎭
Compared with the ideal case in 1), the first two terms are the
same. However, the measurement noise term is absent, which
renders it worse than the ideal case.
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